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Market Overview With the hope that an interim deal can be reached between US and 
China, HK market moved higher, HSI added 265pts to 27,353 with HKD57b 
turnover. The advance was supported by China property and auto stocks. 
Near term direction will largely hinge on trade talk news. Oil futures 
surged 19% after attack on Saudi Arabian oil refinery which disrupt 5% of 
global supply. Oil stocks will outperform today.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Hong Kong Property 
Pricing was conservative under persisting social issues. Developers have accelerated key project launches 
in September including Goldin’s Grand Homm, SHKP’s Cullinan West III, etc. Prefer developers with 
sufficient residential pipeline and less retail/commercial proportions, including Henderson (12 HK), as 
prolonged social issues and uncertain trade frictions are set to dampen buyer sentiment.  
 
China Property 
There are more favourable policies in different provinces recently to promote the leasing market. (1) 
Guangdong announced guiding opinions on accelerating high-quality “Three Old” redevelopment. Details 
are reducing land cost through multiple calculation methods; (2) Nanjing announced a notice to optimize 
the approval procedure of temporary buildings, i.e. sales offices, warehouses for construction materials, 
aiming to improving administrative efficiency and supporting developers to speed up new starts. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Cathay Pacific (293 HK) 
Company will cut their winter season capacity (Oct-Mar), which will reduce costs, improve load factors 
and pricing power. Company will shift capacity to more profitable routes. 
 
ENN Energy (2688 HK) 
One key positive from 1H19 results is that integrated energy (IE) segment can now achieve a better gross 
margin, compared with the traditional gas sales segment, thanks to ENN’s ability in IE project design.  
 
China Resources Power (836 HK)  
Its net generation was down 2.6% YoY in Aug and down 4.7% YoY in 8M19 with utilization decline of its 
coal-fired plants amid low demand. It had negative free cash flow in 1H19 which is likely to remain so in 
2H19-2020.  
 
China Cinda (1359 HK) 
Cinda’s yield on restructured distressed assets has increased with its business transformation centering on 
resource integration and value creation. This segment may become the major revenue and earnings 
driver.  
 
Anton Oilfield Services (3337 HK)  
Company announced that it has won an integrated oilfield management project in Chad with a project 
value of USD53m. The project is located in the southern part of Chad, about 560km from the capital 
N'Djamena. It is currently in the initial development state, and the customer is an international oil 
company.  
 



Yuexiu Transport (1052 HK)  
Company announced that it will acquire three expressways in Hubei Province from Guangzhou Yuexiu 
Enterprise Group for a cash transaction of RMB 5.99b. The deal will be financed by 60% bank financing 
and 40% internal cash.   
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